Clonal analysis of gene loss of function and tissue-specific gene deletion in zebrafish via CRISPR/Cas9 technology.
In the last few years the development of CRISPR/Cas 9-mediated genome editing techniques has allowed the efficient generation of loss-of-function alleles in several model organisms including zebrafish. However, these methods are mainly devoted to target-specific genomic loci leading to the creation of constitutive knock-out models. On the contrary, the analysis of gene function via tissue- or cell-specific mutagenesis remains challenging in zebrafish. To circumvent this limitation, we present here a simple and versatile protocol to achieve tissue-specific gene disruption based on the Cas9 expression under the control of the Gal4/upstream activating sequence binary system. In our method, we couple Cas9 with green fluorescent protein or Cre reporter gene expression. This strategy allows us to induce somatic mutations in genetically labeled cell clones or single cells, and to follow them in vivo via reporter gene expression. Importantly, because none of the tools that we present here are restricted to zebrafish, similar approaches are readily applicable in virtually any organism where transgenesis and DNA injection are feasible.